Reconstructing diffusion ordered NMR spectroscopy by simultaneous inversion of Laplace transform.
2D diffusion-ordered NMR spectroscopy (DOSY) has been widely recognized as a powerful tool for analyzing mixtures and probing inter-molecular interactions in situ. But it is difficult to differentiate molecules with similar diffusion coefficients in presence of overlapped spectra. Its performance is susceptible to the number of chemical components, and usually gets worse when the number of components increases. Here, to alleviate the problem, numerical simultaneous inversion of Laplace transform (SILT) of many related variables is proposed for reconstructing DOSY spectrum (SILT-DOSY). The advantage of the proposed method in comparison to other methods is that it is capable of estimating the number of analytes more accurately and deriving corresponding component spectra, which in turn leads to the more reliable identification of the components.